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A lot can happen in a single twisting spiral through space. A day,
week or year, all can feel endless and equally gone in an instant.
For many of us involved in this project, the past year has
included unexpected challenges - which we have faced or are still
facing - ranging from the everyday to devastating floods that have
washed our homes and lives away. And yet, we are still here, each
putting in what we can to give this project meaning, because A poem
can be nothing to someone and a source of beauty and inspiration
to another.
Since the release of our first issue, our sphere has scorched with
wrath. Earth’s burning has been a source of fear, frustration and, for
a few, it has been a devastating reminder that the world still breathes,
as it chokes.
For this issue we asked for submissions on Man becominganimal, on those space between the city and the forest, the places
between known and other. To those of you who sent us your howls,
we are continually awe-struck by your desire to be part of this tribe.
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We know that each of you puts into your writing/art/photography
the same love and dedication that we editors do too. For that we are
truly grateful! Thank you!
We, as editors, hope whoever reads this finds their way for
another revolution around Sol. And, within our pages, find
inspiration to bring your own fierce fight and raw animalistic nature
to the continuing war against leviathan. We hope you find peace and
words that harmonise with you.
We hear you and we stand beside you! The forest grows through
your nurture.

Love and rage! (Peace, love and oblivion!)
Julian Langer and Phen Weston
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We are the Night Forest Cell of Radical Poets!

We are stood in the dead of twilight, amidst the last of the
FOREST. We are caught between the EXTANT WILD and the
devouring artificial, the HARMONIOUS KOMOREBI and the
monstrous machine. Ocean acidification, acid rain, clear-cuts, mass
genocide of LIFE (both WILD and domesticated), and the spectre
of global warming appear as machine-truth, lying inevitably behind
even those insidiously innocent, “ordinary” manifestations of this
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– obsessive consumerism, alienation, depression, anxiety, stress,
sickness. The normality of this everyday existence has become
chillingly numb; as societal collapse escalates, the zek withdraws into
an internal search for MEANING, for TRUTH, for WARMTH.
They will find no such peace, for the great Devourer, the Hungry,
the
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has hollowed them out with teeth like gears, only to replace flesh
with

its

own

impermanent

machinations.

These

are

the

machinations of UN-Life.
We are the NIGHT FOREST and Our determination leads
Us to bring whatever end may be brought upon such
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We see this from the FOREST, as all is seen from the FOREST;
and We Stand. We Stand between the WILD and the artificial,
INTENSE TRUTH and plagued terror. We reject the ideologies
that, like pillars of malignancy, support this society and We seek to
FORGE KINSHIP with all that is WILD, for We are all and all is
WILD CHAOS. For that reason, the NIGHT FOREST is open to
radicals of anarchist, post-anarchist and non-anarchist aesthetics.
What We desire is the articulation of raw-poetry. We desire
poetry that is of the FLESH, and GUTS, EMBODIED, full of
BLOOD, SPIT, SHIT and SOIL. Unlike the zek, the pitiable slave,
Our raw-poetry – that great WEAPON – sweeps away
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cobwebs from Our Hollowed Insides and refills Us with that which
is Our BIRTHRIGHT – UTTER WILDNESS. We desire poetry
that is NAKEDLY AUTHENTIC and HONEST, filled with the
SPIRITS of WILDNESS and KIN and the GODS of PLACE, and
POSSESSED by that which We LOVE most, for Our LOVE is
what drives us, and Our UTTER RAGE is born from that LOVE.
Our poetry is of LIFE and PAIN and SEX and JOY and DEATH.
It disregards the Civilised conceptions of form, metre, and rhythm,
and is filled with utter contempt for the twisting lie that is called
“Perfection”! We embrace Our own variances with great
satisfaction. We desire poetry that PULSES like ARTERIAL
BLOOD from a wound, poetry of SENSUALITY and FILTH and
bright

VIOLENCE,

UNedited,

UNrefined,

CRUDE

and

NATURAL, DESTROYING all that it confronts; poetry of
destruction!
Poetry of destruction is a terroristic space, a FEROCIOUS
space. We state that terrorism, as a practice, is the only thing really
challenging this culture’s socio-ontological day-to-day normality, so
We must become such with Our words, to likewise, challenge
normality. Our poetry and the poetry We desire is SAVAGE.
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Poetic

terrorism

is

an

activity

of

SAVAGERY

and

DESTRUCTION, one that We must engage in because of Our
EMPATHY to the WILD.
Likewise, though, this project is one that EMBRACES an
HONEST pessimism. The global socio-political-digital situation is
what it is. Thus, this project is entirely limited in its scope and
impact; and We acknowledge that We are all domesticated
individuals – though reWILDed and FERAL to some degree – with
Our own individual personal biases and aesthetics. Furthermore,
while We are, for the most part, only writing for Ourselves and
each-other, socio-cosmic indifference is something to account for,
but not to stop Us! NOTHING WILL STOP US!
In-spite of this pessimism though, We will NEVER renounce
raw-poetry and poetry of destruction as a means of ATTACK. Our
WILL-TO-LIFE,

WILL-TO-POWER,

is

drawn

towards

REBELLION and REVOLT. Ontological-cosmic rebellion is far
more interesting and enjoyable for Us than the monotonous
comatose world of politics. We are interested in FIGHTS and
ATTACKS from the anti-political space, that RESISTS the
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in its entirety. And this, Our HATRED for the artificial, stems from
Our LOVE for all that is WILD.
This NIGHT FOREST cell of radical poetry desires
UNtamed, UNcivilised WILD poetry. We desire poetry from the
PRIMITIVE PRIMORDIAL ENERGIES of the UNdomesticated.
Our poetry is a terrifying SAVAGE BARBARIC space to the
domesticated-tame… And that is Our point entirely. There is only
the NIGHT FOREST. There is only the NATURAL AND
FERAL. It may be a SAVAGE and INARTICULATE howl to the
shadows of the night – heard only by the trees – but this is the
poetry We desire and that IS most BEAUTIFUL to Us.
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White Fang
by Tsakalaki/Τσακαλάκι

"Old longings nomadic leap,
Chafing at custom's chain;
Again from its brumal sleep
Wakens the ferine strain."

one paw in front of the other
the trail less traveled shed
eternal ocean of the forests
call of wild louder than ever
instinct raising the hair on the neck
scent of real existence breathing
within at last the heart felt
hearing the pulse of life
ears raised to the sound
23

numerous generations beckoning
one in a million travel further
a glance thrown over the shoulder
to the world that was never yours
no remorse for its ruining left behind
relapsing now from healed memory
onward you go, departing
with teeth bared
a grunt, a howl of relief
at last immersed in the earth that bore it all
neither mother or father
just what it is, as one again.
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...prison island...
by Tsakalaki/Τσακαλάκι

landing back down on my arse
was it just a dream what i saw
beyond these plastic littered shores?
it’s alright here the crisis didn't hit
so why do i see bar codes tattooed
slowly starting to appear on our skin
this need for pervert cameras in lobbies
absolutely everywhere, in playgrounds
outside every front door, in every room
all one under one CCTV nation
all under lock and key in this necropolis
trying to stare over the garden walls
just in case the fear creeps in
hovering plastic cops on every corner
whatever you do don't drop the ciggie
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its alright we've got the rat race
and i'm gonna win it damn it!
walking into slave labour incarceration
cheaper cheaper consume consume
everything is for sale
this one here
this one here
all of it
whatever you don't question it
especially that alienated stare you gave your lover last night
while you pick another vacancy, another identity, another role to
play
online
if not there's always another reality sexual position to adopt
i'm Winston i was Blake
Plath begging to be Patti
hiding these notes to no future in crumbling walls
even they are shape shifting into glass
its fine no?
we've eliminated dissatisfaction
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with an extra prescription
next is your feelings
after that your mind
genetically engineered with advancing swastika eyes
it’s alright
when the weekend hangover finally descends
you're all managers now
ready to stab each other in the back
for the bottom line at the cost of the dying earth
never mind the scream of the burning skin of an animal
make room, make room
massacre, massacre
genocide, genocide
in the desert, in every far-flung corner
you create on that screen you love so much
to forget your compassion in just seconds
not even that
hundreds, thousands
of bodies at the bottom of the Mediterranean graveyard
it’s all sunny package holiday and piss cruises
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yet who gives a fuck!?
i was here first in this beautiful Jerusalem
built all over this green and pleasant land
the toxic car fumes you breathe in with one more chorus of rule
Britannia
seriously i don't care
cos your pure white racist hatred 'phobia of everything'
you say justifies the boots stamping on the streets
trying desperately to hide behind living room curtains
the deafening sounds of bombs dropping
outweighs the stick-on label of terrorist
never mind it’s all called collateral
guess that's the ghettoised generations of big society
what’s next, Brexit? Momentum? it's all shit!
the walls being erected around us
lines drawn in the sand between us
while you still have that head buried
carving up maps
the sick game of Risk
can't you see yet we're all living in a prison island
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got to organise a breakout
while the glass towers of Babel fall
unleashing so many languages
spoken with one tongue
so connected but disconnected
this crumbling empire!
this dis-united kingdom!
wrapped in a butcher’s apron!
i've roamed it all
this grey and unpleasant land
from concrete to concrete
St Paul’s to Broadwater
St Ann’s to Handsworth
Toxteth to Mossside
the forgotten, the feral, the underclass
just name calling in a playground
i hear the reading out of the riot act
a familiar smell on the street tonite
from to 9 to 5 slavery, to stop and search
crack dens and prostitution rings strangle
29

tent cities multiplying and invisible
still obeying, still taking your own orders
predictions of tear gas and baton charges
disorderly divorce from the continent
oh this crumbling empire
grey and unpleasant land
and Jerusalem is nigh and far gone
wrapped in the butcher’s apron
while we wait for the sea levels to rise
got to organise, got to escape
to breakout, breakout
from this sinkin' ship...
from this...prison island...
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Climb It Change
By Red Fawkes

Do you feel it?
I mean, of course you do,
But where?
Where do you feel it?
Is it in your hands?
A single finger?
The fingernail?
Is it in the reach above you for a place
At the table
When you are the dog.
Because your loyalty knows no bounds.
Despite being the dog
Those at the table treat you relatively well.
You can see other dogs out on the streets, dying of hunger, thirst,
exposure to the elements.
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And the people at the table, they talk about how disgusting dogs are
How they starve to death in the streets and leave a smell
How they shit and piss in spaces reserved for the people at the table
Who do not want to clean this shit and piss.
You are proud to be here.
To have the privilege to have been born or taken into
A system that keeps you fed, watered, and sheltered
So long as you obey.
When other dogs come near, you bark at them.
They are not meant for this space.
There is food, but it isn’t for them.
This is your food.
Your masters have claimed it.
And if you share it with those dogs out there,
You are teaching them that they do not need to work for their food
Only ask you.
That’s what the masters tell you at any rate.
They tell you lots of things.
Tell you you are special, tell you you are the most _____, tell you
you are the best _____.
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They tell you this food is your right.
Of course, when you smell that same food on their table
And you try to raise yourself up to it
They smack you down.
This is not your food.
How dare you.
A strike can feel like a reason
But it is the absence of one.
This strike is about how you believe you can be safe
Even when you are being struck.
Right now, they are not giving you food.
You leapt up
And this makes you
A bad dog.
Like the dogs out there, starving.
They are examples of how your life could be.
Except examples is a passive word.
They are threats
Of what will happen to you if you do not obey your masters.
But why are they the masters?
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You aren’t actually a dog, you are a human.
Though that doesn’t make you superior to the dogs on the streets
Neither are you inferior to the people at the table.
They just have the food.
And they keep it from you when they want to teach you something.
Well, they call it teaching you something, but it isn’t something that
they are teaching you
It is obedience.
You see, they have the food. All of it.
And in reaching up to that table
you’ve seen that there is way more food here than necessary for the
people at that table,
Though these excesses never stopped them from feeding you
scraps.
And you see now that you could feed the other dogs along the
whole street for a week
Off what’s here.
But they aren’t actually dogs either, they are people
In a tent city in Oppenheimer Park.
Pulling your mind out of calling them dogs
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requires constant vigilance.
So make friends, comrades with the “ruffians”.
Bring them into the room with the table
And kill those who sit there.
Then you will have a decision to make, one that you will need to
make while hungry.
Will you sit down at this table and begin the system anew
Or will you redistribute that food to all those around you whom are
in
need.
This is Climb It change.
You feel it, right?
You feel how if you climbed it, this table, you would change.
How does that change feel?
Does it feel like a hand, a striking fist?
Or does it feel coins in an open hand holding out this change
For a person living on the street?
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There is no title, only
words
by Red Fawkes

I don’t know what happened to you
My mother says she is going to find out
But I don’t feel like I need to know
Actually I don’t feel like I can know
Even if it was a suicide
I can’t know why
I can’t
Help.
What I do know
Is what your family wrote in your obituary.
They said your death was a reminder to
“Keep calm and carry on”
And all I want to do is
“Freak out and break stuff”
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Especially when people reduce your existence
To some lesson for them.
I know these moments are lessons,
But they aren’t only that.
Sitting with you Eric, eating worms and grass
Obsessing over the latest outfit we saw Sakura wearing in the anime
Cardcaptors:
These moments were formative experiences in my growth,
And they weren’t just lessons.
They were moments shared between people who needed those
moments
Moments that still live with me, making this attempt at poetry.
Thank you for sharing these moments with me, friend
I am sorry that your end has come and gone
And I am sorry that I can’t stop wondering
Why
But the question helps me
It helps me see that there are no answers
Only feelings.
This is me feeling
37

Confused
And willing to stay that way.
If you got lost in the confusion of living
And couldn’t see anything in it but despair
I am sorry that the chaos of
Lives ending
Made you think you needed to put order into your own,
But thinking about the chaos is what made it so overwhelming.
I will remain in awe of this confusion we call living
And I will feel that awe every day.
Awe that I met you at all.
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Keep Corn and Carrion
by Red Fawkes

The world is rotting
Skin pocked with skyscrapers, fracking drills and military fortresses
Each spilling blood a different colour.
We are scared to look at it.
To discuss what we might be able to do
To save this carcass before it withers completely.
We discuss it some places.
Online, with friends who understand the science
And socio-political processes that led to this,
We discuss it at massive “climate movements”
And on stages.
We don’t discuss it
With strangers on the bus and the street
With our neighbours
With our blood-related elders
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Those products of a racist social atmosphere.
We never got to talk about it
At least not enough
With friends who have left us for the embrace of an early ending.
Perhaps that is part of why they left that way.
Perhaps they didn’t have enough tangible evidence
That we are trying to do what we can to stop our self-destruction,
Our decision to live inside a room inside an apartment inside a
building without talking to
anyone else in the building.
Perhaps they didn’t have enough of these conversations
With neighbours
With other strange folk that we meet and earnestly connect with
About our worries and our prayers.
Perhaps they didn’t get enough opportunities to go sit with a river
for a while
To garden or feed birds or play with dogs.
Perhaps they couldn’t connect to this world in a way that satisfied
them.
Couldn’t communicate with it in a way that felt meaningful
40

And authentic.
I don’t know.
I just know that I am here
Living a life that is shadowed by my death and ecological collapse
And so is everything else around me.
So I talk to the world.
Even when I don’t know what energies will greet me back.
When I try to talk to Still Creek, buried under the pavement
Around Renfrew Skytrain Station on unceded and unsurrendered
Coast Salish territory
I do not know which energies will be felt by those people walking
around me
Which thoughts will sprout in them.
The land here has been traumatized and renamed.
So rotten thoughts tend to be the usual.
Thoughts that I am causing the unease
By talking about it aloud.
Thoughts that this was all in human nature
And was an inevitability.
Thoughts that you’d just like to punch out this person blubbering
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about
The water beneath your feet that you are not letting quench
Your need to connect to this world.
As every testament to our so-called
Advanced
Civilization creates more
Ecological destruction
(how much metal is needed to build these solar panels? where do
we plan to get it from?)
We are left only with the water, the air, the earth,
And the raging fire that has been this phase of our evolution.
We must connect with each of those anew.
Cauterize this putrefaction that has been
Our lives of extracting whatever we want whenever we want without
ever planning to stop.
We cannot heal this without looking directly into our pain’s eyes
Without seeing all that is rotten in the state of democratic theatrics
masquerading as
governmental changes for sustainability.
We cannot enact the change we wish to on as large a scale as we
42

would like
As would allow ours fears to dissipate.
So connect to the world around you.
Do what you can to keep whatever life you come across alive well
beyond the confines of your
demarcated existence.
We will try to save ourselves
But we will end as carrion
For the next stage in Earth’s evolving existence.
Let’s try not to kill all of it.
Perhaps, after this wound has healed completely
Perhaps the world will keep living
Having killed off the infection of civilization
And something else will be able to live off what we’ve left.
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No Law but Nature
By Nathan Martinez

In their conceit and hatred for Life,
The humans created gods for themselves
And when they grew tired of them,
They declared themselves to be gods.
Evil is formed from the sinew of their speech.
Their elaborate sums fall short of perfection
They cannot know with certainty even a grain of sand
Or comprehend the origin or direction of the heavens.
They search for answers
Yet find only questions.
They seek to defy Death
Yet cannot even live Life.
They kill their children
And give comfort to strangers.
They say what is Natural is evil
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And what they have created is good.
There is no evil
But they who deny Nature and the True Law.
They lead children astray
And prevent them from following the Law.
They multiply their mockeries of Life
Like a plague of locusts that threatens to devour the Earth.
They alone of the beasts believe they can defy the Law
Yet none can in the end
For All shall die.
Those who alter the Law shall by their own creations be consumed.
None can truly escape the Law.
Those who overcome the trials of Life shall not fear death.
They gain the strength and courage of lions.
Surely Life is a great and holy war
A constant struggle without end.
Those who surrender to Life shall surely fight in this world
Those who strive against Life shall be torn asunder by ravenous
beasts.
Can their art compare to the exquisite design of a single leaf?
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Can their weapons stand firm before the fire of the Sun?
Can their knowledge encompass galaxies beyond number?
All of their works are perversions of the Law.
Their creations are rubbish.
They deprive the people of Life's joy and its struggle.
They make its pleasures evil and deny them to their children.
These have been given to you as a sign:
Those who neither cut nor remove any hair from their bodies
Who neither adorn nor paint nor clothe themselves
Who drink from blue streams and devour raw flesh
And who speak not.
The wild animal, the young child and those without speech:
They are an example to you
A clear mirror in which you have been shown the Law
Lest any should say it has not been shown to them.
There is no Law but Nature
And none can speak it to pure children.
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Fix It
By Rex Butters

maintenance required
light on
try a new garage
small shop indie
no real waiting room
5 chairs & cashier’s desk
flat screen soccer
mechanics watch monitors in the shop
women’s US vs England
old & newer air conditioners
& ceiling fan blow
warmed cooled air
around 8x8 space
phones ring & are answered
I block it with ipod
47

earphone jazz
Jimmy & Wes now
reread Hunter Thompson
SF Herald Examiner columns
I read new
chronicling
Reagan’s ugly demise
corrupt inept overt
greed driven
stupidity
so familiar
still
no memory mind americans
embrace
being robbed
poisoned
enthusiastically
sucked dry
exceptionally
incapable
48

of understanding
their insignificance
murdering the world
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Status Quo Ho
By Rex Butters

you’re a status quo ho
a mental mediocrity
happy to be without curiosity
white privileged idiocracy
condoning atrocity
smug in your stupidity
mistake your first draft Seinfeld
obvious observations for creativity
protecting your Good German servility
grateful for the hateful discredited
Fox News views that inform you
without sympathy or a brain
happy to be a link in your master’s
chain of oppression
blissfully free of depth or perspective
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apologist for the fascist
you’d be kinder without the blinders
living is easy with eyes closed
for status quo hos
with no original thoughts
you display glaring lies you’ve been taught
dead set dedicated to dumbfuckery
complacent unquestioning coward
Leave It To Beaver lulled to sleep for life
dopey grin a window into your empty head
happy to be lead
status quo ho sure
he doesn’t need what he doesn’t know
proudly competing for most fooled
you’ve tooled yourself
Into a mainstream media boot licker
to you common sense means being
dense
waste of paper
waste of space
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you feel good with your privilege in place
worshipping a god with your color face

laying down for the
master faster
authoritarian apologist
spineless conformist
suck up to your leaders
your self esteem feeders
your words are a waste
keep folks in their place
empathy and compassion
are for you out of fashion
status quo ho
what do you write for
to shore up the right
and keep it white
pro authoritarian
declarations
fact devastations
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corporate defender
reality bender
human pretender
we don’t need another screed
defending our suppression
ooze hate and disdain
through a contemptuous oily expression
put down your pen
shut down your app
we’ll be free
you stay trapped
unwilling/unable to grow
forever frozen on your slave’s brain plateau
status quo ho
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perverts of the Caribbean
By Rex Butters

smarmy smirking
slithering
demon
predatory pedophile
preferred presidential pimp
peculiarly perished in prison
suicide watch cameras offed
maximum insecurity
unexplained Epstein/Barr Syndrome episode
mangling Mossad medical examiner
hung him out to dry
did he die
or conveniently complicitly fly
back to Lolita Island
pubescent pussy paradise
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adolescent abattoir
perverse debauched decadent elites
film/flammed captured and released
only kidnapped children victims’
futures deceased
publishers/politicians/performers/princes
plutocrat patrons
billionaire boners
plundering young peasant livestock
kidnapped and confined
capitalist commodities
consumed

who decided
these girls’ lives
counted
for
nothing
?
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The Next Morning
By Tone Wasbak Melbye

In the garden young Loki lies dreaming
The one who closes dreams under branches under leaves
Dreams while the snake keeps watch in the tree
And we of air and fire dream the wordless dreams, free from the
horrors of vision
The dreams of a world for the quiet ones, for life unbound,
a world for the little lives, for all that moves not fixed by lines
a dream of a step not back, not forward, but to the side, a diagonal
dream,
a dream that stops, and looks and let it be
and not let the clamour of the claimers of good prevail, their noise
and greed for definition
dreaming while apples drip to the ground sprouting seedlings
creating space by stems and air
a world with room for the between, for the wide spaces between
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lines, for all that lives on the threshold and wants not more, keeping
past, keeping present, being both, always all, beyond the point that
got too sharp, narrowed down to a razor what should be a meadow,
what should be a space to breathe and to change, change shape and
form to what will be, for what I was I am no more and what I will be
I have always been

for these are the new dreams, far from the fields of glory

Once I dreamt of having a shadow, a reflection in the things brought
in from the rising sun,
glittering like metal
I dreamt of having different sides, so that none should win, but
tension arise and by this different life, more life to come
Dreams that grew stale when one side forgot and got greedy, not for
victory alone but for truth, wanting not merely to be right but to be
good as well thinking they could cut the fabric of reality to let light in
and not destroy the tapestry of the world through their actions
seeming to fight something else than themselves, they could calmly
pretend nothing and no one existed outside their constructed
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conflict
and meeting with spears and flames the messenger
but I will keep your heart safe, you golden child of the strange,
thrice born daughter of weird, hated only for your way of reminding
the righteous of their responsibility, accused of starting a war that
never needed be had it not been for their want for shaping the world
and the one eyed man thinking he was king among the blind, trying
to destroy all things that challenged his certainty, posing painful
questions, listening only to talking heads
he never had any aim anyway
and to try to bring balance from within never work, for within is
within a whale, you're already swallowed, and to tip the scale, to
remove things of weight is never welcome, not one hair, or hammer
can be removed without massive outcry from the masses, unstable as
they are in their sinking ship of unnatural order

And then the world started to die from their claims to life, the new
and distant gods and their claim of removing life from matter,
thinking it good to drain the world for the benefit of their fantasies,
but I've seen the nights filled with bloodsports and pain and what
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happens to stale, still life no matter how shining it started out, and
how the world dissolves under their enforced oaths until only the
slender, scanty vine can be an arrow of hope in winter and release
the life bound to eternity from its trials, leaving it to the ground to
form new and different life in the next world

And when they then grew distant, these harvesters of truth,
retreating to the halls of gold to drink away their horrors, thinking
themselves safe from their guilt in the halls of gold, bale and hatred
I bring to the gods, and their mead with venom I mix. I will tell you
where it will end, for nothing will silence these words
I will tell you how land always craves blood and those who live by it
will also, those that think themselves kind, those that weave rules to
tie the land to them and them to the land to pretend to own by
blood ties, create right and good to make real their claim by clay and
mud, create mud where there was grass, suffering where trees stood,
death trapped between walls, walls to weigh down the soul to tie that
too to the ground by red ribbons, yet prosaic at best and though
often repeated easily disregarded
now free from family ties dry the poison from out your eyes
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and listen to the wordless dream

Sea serpent rise from the water and take to your wings, release the
world from your ponderous introspection and stretch beyond
yourself and narrow nihilism, for the answer is never within and to
close on yourself is only to relinquish your potential, though your
think you are at peace
Open the world, open the maze that your are, and do not fear the
thunder that gathers, it is only sound and fury, signifying nothing
it is hard to let go of that what holds you when it is yourself
it is disturbing to unravel
but the calm ocean needs you no more and the air is now your
element

And wolf of the wide name, quit your small distractions of
curiosities, for these strange wonders of the world shall lose their
thrill for stranger things still, and no footfall of cat, no beard of
women, no sinew of bear, nor even roots of mountain will move
your gaze any longer now, and even the heady scent of heather you
must shake off, turning to the world once more, open to new
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impressions, you trusting child, calling out the law for what it is, one
handed
it is hard to let go of what holds you when it is wonder
it is confusing to look up from the mystery
leave the bank of the river, for it will flow even without you, for
beauty is its own thing and needs no watcher

And you who are two, take possession of the other half of the
kingdom
it is time to look both ways
Dweller under the roots, though your world is vast and seems
endless, the end has already come and gone and there are no sides
to take
You who are whole, allow yourself to be so, to be your name, for
they have no right to your lighter side, are no more right for your
happiness, you owe your sorrow to no one
it is hard to let go of that what holds you when it is all that you know
it is painful to embrace your shadow of light
for light and death are one, as life is one with darkness
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And in this dawn the dreams take form
form of fire and air born
and taking the slow solitary steps
we sing
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De Naturae (from nature)
By Tone Wasbak Melbye

I thought that we made this abundantly clear
your new promised land doesn't want you here
If the ground is covered with nettles that stings
it's because it was made for the things that have wings
For the fur and the claw and the shimmering scale
the long curving tooth and the short stubby tail
If the sun is too sharp and the insects all bite
it's a place for the things that will come out at night
If the rain is too cold and the wind blows right through
it was meant for the ones with skin tougher than you
If you have to make houses of concrete and steel
come here fiddlemonkey, I'll make you a deal
Human, go back to your garden and rest
leave the bear to her den and the bird to his nest
And if overcrowding should bring you distress
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then limit your numbers, make yourself less
And should your creator with this not agree
Then tell the old bugger to piss off from me
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A Highwayman’s Noose
By Julian Langer

Jerry Abershawe was a land pirate,
A highway man,
On the road from Portsmouth to London.
Not a loveable rogue
But a laughing beast
Gallows humour all the way to the noose.
A highwayman travels the road,
But is not of the road,
In a way that is quite absurd.
Laugh land pirate,
Before the hangman’s noose,
Wilder than any last words.
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The Buzzard
By Julian Langer

Don’t try to interpret my dreams
You don’t know what they mean
Chasmatic groove
Reverberating into an echo chamber

No symbols in my unconscious mind
The thorns of my spinose you cannot unwind
I’m not buried by my garden
I am these plants

Your hermeneutics won’t touch my rest
I am not a silver trinket for your nest
You can play magpie
But I am a buzzard
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Not an object for your study or a broken Thing
You shall not have a feather from this buzzard’s wing
You are a therapist
And you are the rapist

I said don’t try to interpret my dreams
You don’t know what they mean
Still not an object to study or a broken thing
You shall have no feathers from this buzzard’s wing
A garden too is what I am
Under my bluebells you will be damned
While the trees screamed
You never listened
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I Am An Individualist
Anarchist
By Julian Langer

I am an individualist anarchist
Like the fox who hunts solitary in the night
I am an individualist anarchist
Like the sparrow who sings for their power
I am an individualist anarchist
Like the tree who spreads their roots out, as far as they’ll go
I am an individualist anarchist
Like Wilde, Filippi, Novatore, Libertad and Armand, as well as
birds, beasts, fish, insects and flora

My egoism is the communism of the forest
Where there is no property
Everything is shared and taken
As the individual wills
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And is distributed equally
With death and decay
None is an authority over another
Everyone needs each other
Without social contract
As the bee is not bound to the bluebell

I am an individualist anarchist
Because I refuse society
I am an individualist anarchist
Because this is the animal I am

Individualists in markets are like rhesus monkeys, seagulls and
Diogenes
Stealing, throwing feaces and masturbating
Anarchists in society are like Japanese knotweed, wildfires and
earthquakes
The destroyers of buildings and phantasms and more
Individualist anarchists look at politicians like a hippo, bear or
gorilla looks at a poacher
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With distrust and prepared to attack if they need, not knowing
whether or not they will survive the conflict
Individualist anarchists are not of society’s Reality
As seagulls, earthquakes and gorillas are not members of the Reality
of society

I am an individualist anarchist
Because I refuse this Reality
Like the badger who digs under the farmer’s fence
To find food, flouting laws and rights without concern
I refuse this Reality
And am an individualist anarchist

The greatness of an individualist is not found by society’s measures
But by their individual power, liberation and refusal to deny their
power
Individualists are anarchists because we find ourselves within this
nightmarish Reality of the polis, of politics, Leviathan and oblivion
We are not reformists or revolutionaries, but claim liberation in this
moment, as we don’t need or want it in image handed to us by the
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collective

This does not mean that we’ve turned away from the war
There are fights to have and enemies to be destroyed

But we are alive now
And this we reclaim
From the death cult
Of society
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“Hallmark Poultry,
Vancouver BC"
By Mick Mac Cana

So tell me what you know about love.
As you're eating those who were loved.
And I'll tell you what I know about hate,
I believe it's what's sitting on your plate
So let's us walk down main street
To smash in every window that displays meat.
How could someone's flesh become a topping?

I'm so saddened how this goes
Fuck the way this goes.

You know it's not profitable to let them age
So that roast you ate is most certainly from a child
And isn't it hard to hold back the rage?
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As you're staying at thousands of chickens in cages piled.

I'm so saddened how this goes
Fuck the way this goes
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I’m Fragile, I Cry
By Luke Barnesmoore

You may not always see it,
but I’m fragile as can be,
my body’s many times broken,
by this vast colonial sea.
My heart I’ve stitched,
o so many times,
ripped apart by the trauma of violent crime—
blood in my mouth, blood on my hands,
blood as it seeps,
through the ever-moving sands.
I’m fragile,
I cry,
when I return to those moments,
again and again I die.
I’m fragile, yes,
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I’m a freshly sprouted plant,
for too many years I lived in freshly salted Lands.
I was always passionate—the fire always burnt hot—
but toxic masculine culture told me that I could not.
I was allowed to be hot, I was allowed to be cold,
but never was I meant to loosen my hold.
Dammed were my eyes, as they should never have been,
For it killed the salmon that swim in my stream.
And now again I’m lost as can be,
for the black’s begotten green,
the dam has been broken,
but the tears are still unwelcome in this waking dream.
I’m fragile.
I cry.
The wounds are still healing,
they are easily broken,
but when you look at me,
all you see is a token.
Broken again, I’m broken as can be,
but all you see is a burden to thee.
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You handle fragile things without care,
and then become angry when they break,
so must I ask myself if this might be fake.
The simple farmer from Song,
he who pulled the sprouts to help them grow,
he’s sitting front-row at this most unsettling show…
‘We are the ones we’ve been waiting for’,
it’s time to let folks know,
but how can I grow,
to I show what I am,
when I’ve been forced into a row,
by the simple farmer’s hand…

I’m Fragile.
I Cry.
‘We are the earth becoming self-conscious.’
My tears make your face wet, as yours moisten mine,
and until the sickness is sweated out,
we’ll be stuck on this poisoned vine,
until again as in spirit, you’re intimate with we,
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a chasm will exist, between the you and the me.

I bear a burden, it’s to great for me,
my back is breaking, but still you don't see.
Still ill carry this burden till my toes touch the sea.
Till I sail away from this world of woe,
Ill bear the burden that’s been reaped and sown,

But perhaps I must in some sense bear this burden alone.
Not alone—we are never alone—but alone from the artificial world.
Perhaps that will make me strong enough to tear down the
Nefarious One’s Throne.
Maybe this is why I so often dream of an ‘empty’ mountain valley…
A place where I can bear my burden ‘alone’,
but for those who would share the load.
A place full of trees,
full of rocks, full of salmon and full of bees,
full of red, blue, yellow, white, black and green,
full of family and friends who look upon me,
who smile with love, no ‘other’ to be seen.
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Different yes,
with all of my stripes, not just the ones that fit the abstraction,
but a different part of the whole, not a different faction.
The valley of my dreams is not empty,
it is full,
but it is empty of the artificial privations of this world.
nə́c̓aʔmat—we are one
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Oyster
by Ayesha Manazir Siddiqi

Next time someone says to you,
‘The world is your oyster’,
Do not jump to the easy conclusion
That in this story,
You are the deep-sea diver
Entitled to the collection of precious pearls.
No.

Assume, instead, that they mean that you are responsible
For this squishy silver
that they call a mollusc,
who lives in its luminous opal shell
In salty seawater,
And is happiest when the temperature
is above ten degrees.
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The oyster helps the ocean maintain its nutritional balance.
Through a process they call hypertrophication
But this word is irrelevant
To the mollusc itself
And an irritant to me.

We, the supposed owners of this oyster,
harvest the mollusc
For its iridescent shell
And its gleaming pearls
confusing a living being for an ornament

But the mollusc does not make its pearls
For us to wear around our necks
In fact, the pearls are made
From layer upon layer of a hard substance
that they have named nacre
which the mollusc envelops
around any irritant
That may enter its home.
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This pearly nacre
Envelops the difficulty.
Until the oyster is safe from harm.
This can teach us, perhaps
Of how to approach our own pain
To surround it with love
To tend to it.
And to allow it to exist within
In the knowledge that duality is essential.

We may treasure those pearls,
The ones of our own making
The mollusc’s pearls are the mollusc’s
We did not do that work
We have our own work to do.

We can also remember
That when the playwright first lent us those words
They came like this:
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FALSTAFF (says)
I will not lend thee a penny.
PISTOL (replies)
Why, then the world’s mine oyster.
Which I with sword will open.

The words, then, were placed, like pearls,
in the mouth of an angry man.
A threat of thievery
In response to the panic
Of deprivation.

Pistol did not get his money
The world was not his oyster.
And the fear that it was not
prompted his outrageous proclamation

No, the oyster does not belong to us
any more than we belong to the oyster.
But a relationship of mutual care
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May restore some balance

It is possible the oyster knows this
Because, did you know,
That besides
blood
kidneys
digestive organs
and a three-chambered heart,
The oyster is born male, releasing sperm into the water
Then, it matures, and turns female, releasing eggs.
They call this sequential hermaphroditism
And the possibilities that this transition opens
Are endless
It is an obliteration of that false illusion
Of boundaries and borders
That some of us humans are only now
daring to contemplate
(although many, of course, have always known)
And so if the world is our oyster
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Let us kneel.
Ameen
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American type writer
by M.C.K9

for this morning’s F word medication-meditation
some junkture phenomena

this american type writer
feels the pull the tug to just shut up and lay low
boy do i like the feel of one syll-a-ble at a time
on the page full stop on a dime
lord free me from sleaze free me from the slime
call me to breakfast one bite at a time
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angelique unique
by M.C.K9

a heavy mist and warmer outside than inside this house filled with
antecedents’ detritus, sometimes known as clutter
angelique my sweetness woke up laughing and sputtering
saying in Greek something about

a “question”
Q: Tee mathenoun?
A: Sto diavalo!
what are the kids learning?
devilishness!
something about who is asking and who is answering
they are outdoors and this Q & A is funny over & over & over
again
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tomorrow or the next day someone will pick up the phone
& the growing well-being of all species will guide us
to a return of reverence for life
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tree of life
by M.C.K9

tree of life let me call your name
tree of life may your photosynthesis keep us sane
tree of life your roots our brain
tree of life we thee reclaim
proclaim the truth
of your
domain
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Tezcatlipoca
by Tecuani

A bitter west wind that bites to the bone
A wandering wolf out cold and alone
A death adder, a pit viper
Devourer of datura flowers
Dance down into the darkest hours
As a driving downpour, a thundershower
Drunk with the power of the night sky
Fly into the eye of the hurricane
Go insane
Slay your pain
In an alternate plain
Be the wrath that the gods unleashed
A ferocious beast
God of strife
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The Obsidian knife
Lord of the Night
Taker of Life
And Eater of Light.
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free streets
by Ava Bird

they speak
the streets I walk
I travel
glide
fly trip run
and skip jump
and have happy moments
of being
cast out to the sands of time
I’m alive right now
in deep gratitude
I’m alone
still grateful
I’m a fly-away
girl
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free flying somewhere great
if I want
I can just break free and run
find good homes
and moms for the animals
and give most of it away
away you go
breathing the oxygen
of a planet
so in need
of everything being free.
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circus nights
by Ava Bird

circus circus
these days
of balancing acts
clowns
costumes
make-up
stripping strips
saved underwear
laundry mats
motel ghosts
days of the strange
days gone by
running hard
passed on the wage slave lives
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and lame game jives
tired
sleep and get up
wired for sounds
now
waking up
vibrations and pulses
to just go
get out there and run
into the lights and into the nights
with purpose and freedom
with all of the trees
we’re with them

breathing free and
me to be
being me and you being you
and all of us
living here together.
Happy and free.
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elevator dreams
by Ava Bird

elevators and elevators
waiting
up and down
opening and closing
in and out
shaky shakes
and jolts
dreams and nightmares
dreams of flying
out the top
blasting off
up up and away
through that sky
and to that place
that one thru the ethers
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and then BLAM!
i woke up
ah, it was only a dream
only dreaming
of elevators gone wild
and that whirly feeling
that feeling in my stomach
like it left my body
like it just flew to the sky
to the butterflies
in the chakras
spinning and spinning

round and round we go again
the circles
the circles and rounds
recycling redoing reupping
up and up and away…
always friends:
fly big
in those elevator dreams
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and most certainly
enjoy the ride
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Untitled by design
by Ezra Buckley

I sit
still, empty
not observing the void
not partaking of the void
but extending the void
I hear you
I become mindful of your presence
This is your intention
conscious or not
I become mindful of your intention
and you recede
I become mindful of my mindfulness
and you recede
I recede
I am the void
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The projection on the theater screen of ego
that I call "me"
and you call "you"
observes the great, deep, dark, oceanic
her name is Tiamat
she is that from which all things come
the cup
the absolute zero
the void from which the miracle of emergence occurs
a monad
from no thing
a one from a zero
and Marduk and his mindless hoards of Mardukians
worship the sun
say there is ONE
and claim a pyrrhic victory
the great lie
"She is slain! Order is created. Law is declared! Here are the gifts!"
Law
Money
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Slavery
Clocks
Calendars
Work
Property
And many monkeys look puzzled but merely shuffle and mutter
"Thanks"
Yet, no one asks,
"How do you destroy a void?"
Unable to create
they
it
chopped up the great no thing
and pretended to be responsible
for the miracle or
things from no thing
Where does a void go?
The answer is, nowhere and everywhere and where did it go and the
answer is no place and every place
and the key is not geometric, mechanistic chants and circles and
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squares but rather a higher non-geometrical geometry.
Lines and limits are the magicks of Marduk.
Our lady dragon is more fractal and nonlinear.
Be random to invoke her
with true, pure motions
shoot into a crowd with no clear target
scream her name at skyscrapers
in the rain
burn down a building
a city block
make sure they remember
SHE NEVER DIED AND ALL YOU NEED DO IS CALL HER
AND SHE WILL ANSWER.
TIAMAT!
TIAMAT!
TIAMAT!
I AM QINGU!
I WEAR YOUR ARMOR!
I AM YOU TOO!
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and the cities begins to shake
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Untitled
by Flower Bomb

Tonight the sky swallows cultivated dreams while a breeze conveys
the clouds, tickling the trees, the lightening is a photographic flash
turning sound waves into broken glass, yet the night is as gentle as
dreams in mental bloom
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Untitled
by Flower Bomb

A blanket of melancholy completes a creaking cradle, the stars
gather close in the night sky, arms spread open to suck it in,
emancipation conveys the exhalation, farewell beautiful tree and
cheers for all you gave me, When this bough breaks another cradle
will fall, expiring light, loneliest of all.
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Untitled
by Phen Weston

Bird
Beast
Fuckmeat
Disintegrate
Liberate
Annihilation kissed mothers’ breast. The schizo delirium perinatal
jump-rope dope show. Conquests mirror impaled decision to
comparable ligaments that scorn the days I never felt your warmth.
Come away with me and see the fields of green, schemed serenity
that only traces blue skies. Wear a suit and tie. Your spinning,
restless. Draped in the deceptions and disloyalty of your own eyes.
And I, I cum from nothing. Dumped into this human shaped flesh105

puppet. Broken Prozac problem 101! Twisted treatment of the
many falls of me, each breathtaking when placed in dragged remedy.
Nothing to the world, just razed to crypt and creeper into the staler
phrenzy purgative sentiments.

Fuck the gods that placed me into this world!
FUCK the spunk egg that grew into me!
Fuck my genes and fuck the tears you had to shed to be!
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Ill Humour
By Phen Weston

I’d crawled amongst the stars
dead giveaway to Harlem nights
and meandering through our scars,
Beasts memoirs and cheap cigars
as cities crumble from afar.
Czar’s adrift in dahlia revolt,
who thrown, sell cheap
in today’s bazaars.

And parallel
moves the carousel
Drug cartel to the masses
No citadel, nor embryonic cell
could dream of beasts,
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The unwell Rockwell sperm cell diving bell NFL raising hell
material nothing. In a nutshell, pastel bombshells stuck through fear
as lions ground the frozen gazelle.
No words of farewell
from this cancer cell.
Oh well,
Here chimes your death knell.

And in the streets run, as
p
e
r
o
x
i
d
e
PROMISES
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t
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Shadows Form
By Phen Weston

Master of the macabre,
“Who are you waiting for?”
The shadows watch me,
Uncontrolled, concealed,
And I am lost within them.

Ferocious voices bite,
“Who got killed today?”
As though it was always
Meant to be this way,
Deranged, eerily, now is.

Shadows groaned deep,
Unfulfilled pleasures seep,
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“Old lady McKinnon,”
Whispers hushed, then picked up,
Conquest tainted us all.
“Were your hands to blame?”
Sickly sweet static charges
Riffled through the air,
Singling out their desires,
Or nightmares to be.

My skin began to crawl,
Withdrawal and withdrawn,
“Never!” I screamed violently
“Who are you to accuse me”
Echoes played back and forth.

The impossible feeling grew
More and more cunning,
If these shadows could smile
Then their endless rapture
Was now sustained mirth.
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Hauntingly they hunted me
Around the warping walls,
A caged soul, a caged beast,
Devils and damsel alike,
“You’ve got red on you!”

Crimson kings carried
Swirling waves of memories,
False or true, who knew,
Their waves grew, higher, higher,
Until they washed over me.

I lay drowning in nothingness,
Watching the drip, drip, drip
From my shaking fingers,
Vermillion masked me whole,
“It’s not true!” Grasped I.

“It can be,” shivers and judders,
Confusion oscillates throughout,
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“Maintenance declined again
And refuses to see the rattle.
Who are you waiting for?”

Composure diminished,
I was thrown off balance,
I fell, confidence in their cackle
Shocked me to foundation,
Distress mimicked cardinal.

Rouge handprints painted
The dirty walls of unsettled
Disconcertion, “They can’t be mine”
“Who else’s my friend?”
Discompose, unnerved.

“Stop such whispers!”
“It was the crazed look
In his dead hollow eyes
That really shook her”
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Undermining my faculties.

Decreased impairment
Took hold, coursing harm
Through my reduced veins,
“Who are you waiting for?
They’re on their way right now.”

“You’re not there!” Screamed I,
Hitting out at ethereal silhouettes
That faked reality, shades,
Inseparable companion,
“None of this is real!”

Abnormal anomalies unchained,
Swimming in the walls,
Swimming behind my eyes,
Aberrant freak, who is with me?
Crimson dropped, echoed, echoed.
“Who are you waiting for?
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Take a look he’s here too,
And they’re on their way”
I stumbled through the bedroom
Falling into the grotesque dirty bath.

Strip lights flashed outlines,
Shreds and crumbs morphed,
And where I uncontrollably
Fell, handprint and shadows,
Engulfed the empty spaces.

The mirror cracked,
Sanity followed, stampeded,
Mass impulses to run, run, run,
Anything but face their lies,
Odd curiosities closed around me.

“Take a look, you’ve been waiting
For such a long time for him,
Beautiful friend, take us within.”
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Cacophony rang like a doorbell,
“They’re here as well.”

In cold darkness I looked up,
Taking in the rich ruby rain
That had covered my face
From indulgent pleasures.
Magnificent claret, bloodshot.

I became, released self-doubt,
Potential reigned the shadows
And I saw the majestic glory I am,
Transcendence malformed,
Gnarled beauty, monstrous god.

“Police! Open the door” lower beings
Whimsically cried out in pitiful woe,
They could not comprehend,
Shadowed truth, I ascend
Beyond this distorted realm.
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“Who are you waiting for?”
“He who I have become”
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Vulpine voice
by Gwydion Gillette

Hidden groves I tread
Fleet of foot
Cloak of red

Elder roots I tend
With cunning fang
The tower I rend

By three eyes I see
Wreathed in oak
Born of tree

New moon comes
So woven dreams I sing
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A path of wrath
A reckoning

In earthen womb
The name is chosen
Rise vulpine voice
Warm the frozen
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Nothing
by Ivy Wild

the church told you not to put
fingers in your arsehole

To love and explore every part
of your perfect bodybut their pastors, their priests,
bishops all, they. Will, touch those under
their care.

my spirit has become so black,
like a rose with thorns of hellish, cool, fire
watching, sat with my friend

in a crater left by the shell of a past war
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that still shapes all I can see, at this, moment
a raven - Name, Novatore…

we watch gods, they watch us back
laughing, joyous - they consider
joining their own cause

and around the blossom of spring!
and the orgasmic symphony of dynamite!
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Untitled
by Ivy Wild

there is a desert of space
and silence

only the dunes and a slight
breeze move easterly;

I hear the music
arto part, there is space
in his silent symphonies.

that stop these fingers
trembling.

Down my airlock throat121

gullet I have swallowed

the entire Pain.

narcolepsis
walls. and vicious spinning
balls. Throbbing, everything
is becoming a rotting
corpse.

I look to the only glass
of water I have left
deep down in the Well
of I. Exist.

it quenches me, but still
I fill in the gaps that Rumi
missed – the countless bodies
that weep down into
the gaping depths
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of blackness

deeper, to the route
to the roots and through
them. Around me wages
a never ending war
on Life.

I look to the window outside. Light, it is open
and refracts- there is a shadow
of the window inside of itself.

and a quivering vision of what’s
left of the plushness of
this earth in violet green and
colours without names
as they watercolour over
one and other
and I cry.
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all I taste is this cigarette
all I taste is its soot
stale, unlit. Lit.

the dunes. A stranger comes up
to me, offers a hand and says
fellow traveller

‘the vision
reach
for
the vision.’

He rides off on a black horse
‘Ride Filipi!’.
leaving some water with me
she knows my sorrow.

I walk through the city centre.
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and look at all of the positions
I have occupied. The beggar
the cunt the junkie the revolutionary
the organiser the suited and booted
ready to slave servant whose
everything is bound by the clock beside me.
and back to bed

I feel my feet

I breathe

I hold myself like no one can

and I believe.
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Untitled
by Rifki Syarani Fachry
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Stain
By Tyler Dixon

The slamming doors
built of brittle oak
reverberate a death-knell throughout the house.
The faying wood and splintered drama
ever present, ever alive and felt.
Draft and dust combine and coalesce
upon these window frames:
Lenses to the outside.
I am consumed by the severity of these molecular build-ups –
which mean nothing –
but only serve as distractions from the pain of
broken oak doors.
The screams and wails of ghost-like figures –
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walking dead caricatures
haunt me in my waking dreams.
As this aging skin wrinkles and dries,
becomes barren as dead oak, unseen.
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Play the Fool
By Tyler Dixon

The court jester smiles
as dawn breaks the day
as the King’s entourage
Holds a drunk mob at bay;
the sparrow jargoning
perched ‘bove the Queen
evacuates and flies away.
Shit on her face and
violence at her feet
she eyes the court jester
cheerfully fluting away.
Neither he nor his family
be worried, dismayed
for night after night
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much everything the same.
Death may come
any time, any way
but for this King
and shit faced Queen
Death comes today.
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Poems we love by poets who have
inspired us
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On Death
by Percy Bysshe Shelley

The pale, the cold, and the moony smile
Which the meteor beam of a starless night
Sheds on a lonely and sea-girt isle,
Ere the dawning of morn's undoubted light,
Is the flame of life so fickle and wan
That flits round our steps till their strength is gone.

O man! hold thee on in courage of soul
Through the stormy shades of thy wordly way,
And the billows of clouds that around thee roll
Shall sleep in the light of a wondrous day,
Where hell and heaven shall leave thee free
To the universe of destiny.
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This world is the nurse of all we know,
This world is the mother of all we feel,
And the coming of death is a fearful blow
To a brain unencompass'd by nerves of steel:
When all that we know, or feel, or see,
Shall pass like an unreal mystery.

The secret things of the grave are there,
Where all but this frame must surely be,
Though the fine-wrought eye and the wondrous ear
No longer will live, to hear or to see
All that is great and all that is strange
In the boundless realm of unending change.

Who telleth a tale of unspeaking death?
Who lifteth the veil of what is to come?
Who painteth the shadows that are beneath
The wide-winding caves of the peopled tomb?
Or uniteth the hopes of what shall be
With the fears and the love for that which we see?
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Ozymandias
by Percy Bysshe Shelley

I met a traveller from an antique land
Who said: `Two vast and trunkless legs of stone
Stand in the desert. Near them, on the sand,
Half sunk, a shattered visage lies, whose frown,
And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command,
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read
Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things,
The hand that mocked them and the heart that fed.
And on the pedestal these words appear -"My name is Ozymandias, king of kings:
Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!"
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away.
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Noontime Songs
by Renzo Novatore

I

“Verily, there is yet a future for evil too. And the hottest noon has
not yet been discovered for man.”
— F. Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra

I am alone, I am alone! Alone and distant...
But what does it all matter?
Yes, what does it matter to me?
The vast and boundless wilderness stretches out around me, and
here — amid the sun’s golden rays — firs and pines sing their strange
songs composed from symphonies of silence and the music of
mystery...
I am singing too.
I am singing the song of my bleeding truths for all the bloodstained
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minds. I am singing the song of my greatest, most desperate noon: I
am singing the dog day poem of my hottest summer!...
But I sing only for my solitary and unknown comrades; I sing only
for my distant children...
For my heart is not longer a spring garden dotted with fragile and
fragrant roses; for my heart is no longer a vermilion jewel box full of
virgin dreams.
Anyone who has sung the morning poem must sing the noontime
poem. And I am singing it! I am singing the dog day songs of my hot
summer.

II
Once I dreamed...
It was the first joyful spring of my youth!
Those were good times!...
A mysterious ideal flapped its invisible wings over the ethereal
waves; fleshy tears were enlightened by spiritual laughter; within me,
human sorrow was transformed into a harmonic dream of future
beauty!...
I dreamed great dreams of justice and freedom... of brotherhood
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and love...
And I lived for this dream; I fought for this dream...
My mind was completely covered with fragile, fragrant roses, and my
heart was a vermilion jewel box full of virgin dreams!...
My eyes glowed with a red and golden light, and my faith was a
dramatic, emotional “Yes” that believed and hoped...
Yes! Then I believed...
I believed in brotherhood; in human redemption; in love...
“The self-elevation of men...” “Elevation of the masses...” “Ascent
of the people...” “Sublimation of humanity!...”
Ah! that great poem of dreams, my youth!

III
Along the path of all those born to great and generous labors — to
the promethean “virtues” of thought — there is a liberating demon
hiding, waiting in ambush.
I also had my hidden demon, and one day he was lying in wait for
me, smiling and sure...
He told me, “I am the eagle in the heights and the diver in the
depths...
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“I come from past eternity and head toward future eternity.
“I am eternal Evil, because I am Sorrow. I am the tragic No! that
perpetuates itself. The negating and demolishing spirit; the liberating
and creating revolt!...
“I am man’s roots, the I of life. I am the negating spirit of your most
subterranean depths. And when I come out from my frightful
cavern to ride the centaurs of the wind and make my truths howl
over the world’s back, phantoms die and men grow pale.”

IV
The demon told me this about my most subterranean depths. This
one who is able to tell terrible truths that draw blood...
Once god was the tyrant.
Then came the family and society, the people and humanity!
But I spoke with one who comes from past eternity and is heading
toward future eternity...
And I recognize these baleful phantoms...
Ah, and I have seen them drink so many rivers of blood, sweat and
tears along the road of the centuries!...
I have seen them devour so many mountains of corpses!...
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So many!...
And every dead person who fell whispered “Tomorrow!”
“Tomorrow?” God and tomorrow” “Humanity and tomorrow”
“The people and tomorrow.”
But today?
So where is my hero?
— Where are my solitary and unknown brothers, where are my
distant children, those — either geniuses or maniacs — who know
how to live and die alone and liberated, shouting — consciously and
knowingly: “I” “Today” “My freedom” “My realization”?

V
I am alone, I am alone! Alone and distant...
A high fever hammers my brow, and a new thirst burns me; it burns
my mouth...
The plebeian wells are now too far for me, and the virgin springs are
still unknown mysteries to me...
I am still an Arc. When will I be a Peak?
...
The light of dusk.
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I hear a bird’s song; I watch it fly through the melancholy clearness
of an agonic Evensong and dissipate below in the velvet blue of
distant shadows.
From a certain association of ideas, I also seem to see the winged
dreams of my youth dissipating down there in the distance, far away
among the sad, mournful shadows of oblivion...

VI
It was nothing. A nostalgic shadow of memory merely passed
through the vivid light of the dog-day morning of my hot summer
day.
Now it’s all passed. The fever hammered my brow, the thirst burnt
my mouth. I bent myself over the cause of my “need” and my
“thirst,” quenching them in the springs of my hot blood and the rain
of my bitter sweat.” This pungent self-drinking made me intoxicated
with a mad delirium that exalts and transforms.
Now the miracle of my noontime tragedy is accomplished.
I have fallen like an Arc, I rise up like a peak into the mystery of the
wind and the glory of the sun to speak the heroic words of my
exalted transformation and my madness.
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VII
I spoke with the shade of my “first” solitude. She told me: “You
dreamed brotherhood with your eyes closed in the fog of faith, but
when you opened them in the sun of reality, you saw the tragic
drama of Cain and Abel.”
I spoke with the shade of my “second” solitude, and she told me:
“You called for pure friendship so sincerely, but when you eagerly
strained your ears to hear the answer to your call, you heard a sharp,
metallic jingle answer you. It was the vile sound of Judas’s thirty
silver coins, still sounding over the world.”
I spoke with the shade of my “third” solitude, and she told me:
“You desperately called for real solidarity between all human beings,
and at your desperate cry, sardonic, sinister laughter, made of
slander and scorn, answered.”
I spoke with the shade of my “fourth” solitude, and she told me:
“You addressed so many songs and poems to the love between man
and woman, but this love has become a covert war between the
sexes.”
I spoke with the shade of my “fifth” solitude, and she told me: “You
believed that the I could become the we, because man needs
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society.
“But don’t you see that this need is precisely what makes man a
slave and unhappy? Did you think there was a way? But there was
no way... Life is a closed circle (paved with the dead weight of the
many and blocked by the eternally brutish majority) within which
man is damned to a perpetual war of vital conquest and individual
possession. The living man has never had, does not have and will
not have anything but what his individual what his individual force
and his own capacity for power authorize him to have.” And since —
like you my malicious reader — I dropped my head at this
statement, my fifth solitude began to talk again, continuing like this:
— “Woe to anyone who, from pity or compassion for his old self,
fears the light of the new I that is coming. You tremble with dismay
and fright. You are unsure and indecisive like something trembling
on the edge of an abyss... Could you be a christian nihilist? Does the
tragic fatality that weighs on the reality of life frighten you? Could
you be one of my enemies? Well, if so, lay your cause — like good
christians — beyond life; but I teach placing life beyond good and
evil. There, where the liberated I throbs and blazes. There, where
the negating spirit rises up against the idea of society and condemns
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it; there where the true loners sing freedom in war!”
And when the shadow of the fifth solitude disappeared, the “sixth”
one came and started talking to me like this: “I am the shadow of
your self; kill me if you want to be alone without witnesses. The
seventh solitude is waiting for you. She will tell you the extreme
secret. She will unravel the riddle of the ultimate mystery for you.”
...
The “seventh” solitude talked to me. But what she said to me
remains one of my secrets. Who gives me the words to tell the
mysteries of my deepest, innermost realities?
Who would understand me?
Oh my solitary, unknown brothers, don’t you hear, in your darkest
depths, the roar of a “No” without arguments?
Well, this is my “No,” my brothers.

VIII
A long series of macabre visions passes before my eyes.
They are the baleful and monstrous phantoms of my old faith.
They have bloodstained mouths and grip the dead in their bloody
teeth.
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The dead who fell whispering “tomorrow! ...”
The first dead one said: “I burned and robbed in the name of God,
and I died for his glory, killing.”
The second one said: “I burned and robbed in the name of my
fatherland, and I died for its grandeur, killing.”
The third one said: “I burned and robbed for the good of the
people, and I died for their freedom, killing.”
The fourth one said: “I burned and robbed for the good of
humanity, and I died for the love of it, killing.”
The fifth one said: “My mind was filled with a great sublime ideal. I
dreamed that all human beings were free, great and happy. I wanted
freedom and equality, love and brotherhood to take possession of
life and dominion of the world. And to realize this dream — which
the world didn’t want to understand — I robbed and burned and
died, killing.”
And behind the corpses of these five murderous slaves, five portions
of the world stand divided, ready to slit each other’s throats while
traveling down the same road.
...
God, fatherland, society, people, humanity? Ideal future?
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But I am a reality, and I live today!
Is war the reality of life? Indeed! But I am not a sacrificial animal. I
don’t want my spirit to be a slave; I don’t want my body to be
sacrificed on any altar; I don’t want any monster to crush my bones.
You still cry out your anathemas, whether priests of the people,
servants of the fatherland or apostles of humanity.
You still cry out your calls for crucifixion against me. You cry out
against the savage egoist, but I am not moved. I sing my iconoclastic
songs of negation and revolt. I sing my noontime poem.
— The dog-day poem of my hot summer!

IX
For me, Anarchy is a means for achieving the realization of the
individual, and not the other way around. Otherwise, Anarchy
would also be a phantom.
If the weak dream of Anarchy as a social goal, the strong practice
Anarchy as a means for individual realization. The weak created
society, and society gives birth to the spirit of the law. But the one
who practices Anarchy is the enemy of the law and lives against
society. And this war is inevitable and eternal. It is inevitable and
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eternal, because when the Czar falls, Lenin rises; when the royal
guard is abolished, the red guard comes... Anarchism has been, is
and always will be the ethical and spiritual heritage of a tiny
aristocratic horde, and not of masses or peoples. Anarchism is the
exclusive treasure and property of the few who hear the cry of a
“No” without arguments echoing in their most subterranean depths!

X
I belong to the most extreme breed of intellectual vagabonds, to the
“cursed” breed of inassimilable and restless ones. I love nothing that
is known, and even friends are the unknown ones.
I am a true atheist of solitude, a loner without witnesses!
And I am singing! I am singing my songs woven from shadow and
mystery...
I am singing for my unknown brothers and for my distant children...
I have freed myself from the slavery of love to feel free in my hatred
and contempt...
Because I don’t feel with the mind of the crowd. I don’t suffer the
pain of the people. I don’t believe in a possible social harmony.
I feel with my own mind, suffer my own terrible pains, believe only
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in myself, in my own deep sorrow. This sorrow that no one
understands and that I love, that I love through hatred and
contempt for the human lie. Because I love this sorrow of mine. I
love it as I love everything that is my own. Like my ideal lovers, like
my unknown brothers, like my distant children.

XI
So where are the ones — the geniuses or maniacs — who know how
to live and die, alone and liberated, shouting — consciously and
knowingly: “I” “Today” “My freedom” “My realization”?
Oh, my brothers, where are you?
Oh, “cursed” breed, when will your deep “humanity” be
understood? But then, does all this need to be understood?
Doesn’t the purest beauty still live ignored?

XII
How terrible is my tragedy, how strange and deep my mystery.
I still dream!
I dream of friends never known, lovers never possessed, ideas never
created, thoughts never thought, men never experienced, flowers
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never smelled, forests never hiked, oases never discovered, suns
never seen...
I dream!
I dream a great, tremendous revolt of all those who have grown pale
in the long wait. I dream of the satanic awakening of those who live
in chains... I must be beautiful to light pyres in the night!... To see
death’s centaurs running through every land ridden and spurred on
by tragic heroes who’ve grown pale in the long wait. To see the spirit
of revolt and negation dancing supreme over the world!...
Alas! I am still the eternal dreamer I always was!...
And yet the voice of reality tells me: The Czar dead, Lenin rises...
The royal guard abolished, the red guard comes...
Yes I am a dreamer of the impossible, but I practice Anarchy, I
don’t dream it. I have condemned today’s humanity, and I stretch
the bow of my will to realize myself against it — not within it. For
now I quench my thirst only at the spring of my inner beauty.
Oh, my unknown and solitary brothers, what will there be for our
distant children?
And yet there must be future for evil too, because the hottest noon
has not yet been discovered for man.
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If today our “fate” damns us to live against the world, why couldn’t
their “fate” tomorrow choose them to dance freely over the earth?
“Tomorrow!”
But today?
All that is left for us today is to howl the tragic No of our negation
and revolt. Through the realization of our individuality; through the
conquest of our freedom; through the full and total possession of
our lives! Because we — vagabonds — are the inassimilable ones of
revolt and negation!
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The Dreamlike Realm
by Ramon elani

“This dew-like life will fade away”—Dogen
“Truly, to be whole is to return”—Daodejing

The only truth that exists is found deep in the forest,
When the rush of the stream, swollen with spring rain,
Drowns out the noise of the mind and the human world beyond.
The proud, defiant self melts into oblivion,
In the fires of the morning sun,
When dawn breaks over the mountains in the distance
And bathes the forest in radiant light.
A stillness rises like mist among the ancient trees,
Soft beds of moss like an ocean of emerald green,
The thick, musty odor of decaying leaves.
Wandering among rotten tree trunks,
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And vast expanses of red and white mushrooms,
I step within the threshold,
The world beyond recedes and fades,
I lose myself and join the spirit of the forest.
Obliterated, the fragments of my consciousness
Merge and mingle with the rough bark,
The rich, pungent humus,
The gently swaying ferns.
Forgotten thoughts, whispers, secrets
Flow through the veins of the forest
And I find the ancient home of my soul in the roots below.
And beneath the lonesome pines I find the shadow of my soul,
The shadow that walks beside me.

In that peace, there is a solidifying, a coming together
Of a galaxy of warring factions, paradoxes, and contradictions.
The soul united within itself, disparate pieces growing together,
A psyche restored.
For the breath of humanity is not a solitary thing,
It is co-created among the breath of the world.
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Spirits come and go within us,
As bits of our soul dissipate and radiate outward,
So to do we gather spirits within ourselves,
And we become a myriad.
For in the forest we know that soul is a force,
A force that does not originate within the self,
The soul is constituted broadly, throughout existence.
The spirit within is not a free thing, unconditioned.
No, my spirit is shaped by the spirit of things.
The soul of the world becomes embodied in us.
We must accept that our unique divinity has been formed
By the agency and intention of vast arbitrary power and forces.
We do not know who we are,
“Being is a field of force.”
The spirits, gods, and demons of the primordial world,
Having spent aeons shaping and guiding us,
Now reside within us.
What we call the soul of the self is no more
Than the accumulation of millions of years worth
Of psychic entities that have co-mingled in us.
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In the forest, the lost pieces of ourselves
Are reunited with those spirits that stayed behind,
Those who retained their individuality and still stalk
Through the trees in the grim moonlight.
If there are any gods left for us to invoke,
They are found among the forests and groves.
Banished from everyday life, their hands can no longer be felt upon
our lives
And our souls, which were never separate from the gods,
Grow lonely, stagnant, and foul.
Whatever possibility remains for succor for this poor, wounded
spirit of humanity,
Is found is those haunted woods.

I cross the boundary of stone,
I integrate and coalesce once again.
Enshrined in the wholeness of my soul,
I return to the world.
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Progress or dementia?
by Émile Armand

Because, feverish, he says “I can go faster,
And I want to elevate myself higher: As a somber prisoner
I travel the world, which in every way is narrow to me,
To languish in it. I still don’t accept
The torrents dotting the skies with their idyll slowly,
And the antique trill of the gallant nightingale,
They are no longer of my time. I would like a push
Towards the new, the unforeseen... or to find in myself
A still-hidden nook. Mountains, oceans, valleys,
Rivers, deserts, forests, lakes, have become
So common. I need to extend into the future,
To know the still virginal tremblings of the infinite blue.”

Because he says: “I want to raise myself up as high as the condor
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To where the cities flee from my eyes
And where I can no longer see the yellow of the reaped fields
Nor the waving of the grasses in the capricious winds.”
Because he invades the domain of the winged ones
And penetrates the skies more every day,
You imagine glorious destinies for man,
And deify his audacious gestures.
You bow, you become delirious, you adore imprudence,
You deck with flowers the altar of the new cult;
Who knows whether it’s progress, regression, or dementia?
I prefer to sing to the fertile and fragrant earth.
I don’t believe that the rough voice of the motors
Will ever be worth the most timid song of the troubadour,
Nor the peaceful refrain of crystal clear fountains,
Nor the sound of the reaper harvesting the grains.
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Welcome to the Idiocene
by Max Cafard

Welcome to the Idiocene
It’s the Obliviocene
It’s the Distractocene
It’s the DontWorryBeHappyocene
It’s the ADHDocene
It’s the SpacedOutocene
It’s the Narcissocene
It’s the WhichWayIsUpocene
It’s the Amneseocene
It’s the NoThereWhenYouGetThereocene
It’s the BlahBlahBlahocene
It’s the Idiocene

Welcome to the Idiocene
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It’s the Comatosocene
It’s the DruggedOutocene
It’s the Wastedocene
It’s the FiddleWithYourIphoneWhileTheWorldBurnsocene
It’s the Shopoholocene
It’s the SoUpI’mDownocene
It’s the Dopocene
It’s the Undeadocene
It’s the Zonkedocene
It’s the Crunkocene
It’s the Idiocene

Welcome to the Idiocene
It’s the Assbackwardocene
It’s the FoxToldMeIt’sNotTrueocene
It’s the Moronocene
It’s the Stupidocene
It’s the DumbAssocene
It’s the SingleDigitIQocene
It’s the Imbecilocene
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It’s the OutToLunchocene
It’s the Nincompoopocene
It’s the Schlemielocene
It’s the Idiocene

Welcome to the Idiocene
It’s the EndOfTheLineocene
It’s the HotelTerminusocene
It’s the Nightmareocene
It’s the ChickensComeHomeToRoostocene
It’s the Saw15ocene
It’s the UpShitCreekoscene
It’s the OMGocene
It’s the DeadEndocene
It’s the Suicidocene
It’s the Collapsocene
It’s the Idiocene

Welcome to the Idiocene
It’s the HumptyDumptocene
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It’s the Jonestownocene
It’s the WalkingOffACliffocene
It’s the SpringBreaksOverY’allocene
It’s the BuiltOnAnIndianBurialGroundocene
It’s the ThatsAllFolksocene
It’s the EndOfSmileyFaceocene
It’s the Extinctocene
It’s the ItStinksocene
It’s the DeadMeatocene
It’s the Idiocene
Welcome to the Idiocene
It’s the KickTheBucketocene
It’s the Croakocene
It’s the SwanSongocene
It’s the KillItIfItMovesocene
It’s the LastGaspocene
It’s the GooseIsCookedocene
It’s the ZombiesInTheMallocene
It’s the NightOfTheLivingDeadocene
It’s the EndOfTheRopeocene
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It’s the BiteTheDustocene
It’s the Idiocene

Welcome to the Idiocene
It’s the NoExitocene
It’s the DeadEndocene
It’s the Wastelandocene
It’s the InTheToiletocene
It’s the Screwedocene
It’s the FuckedUpocene
It’s the Trashedocene
It’s the ShotToHellocene
It’s the DeadDuckocene
It’s the Kaputocene
It’s the Idiocene

Welcome to the Idiocene
It’s the CheckOutocene
It’s the ManBearPigWinsocene
It’s the EverythingMageddonocene
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It’s the Apocalyptocene
It’s the MadMaxocene
It’s the ShitHitsTheFanocene
It’s the Y2KForRealThisTimeocene
It’s the WeAllGetDarwinAwardsocene
It’s the MoneyTalksNatureWalksocene
It’s the VeryBadSceneocene
It’s the Idiocene

Yes, folks. It’s the Idiocene
Welcome to the Idiocene
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by Ealdra Tacenda
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Day 6
by Shalonda Bly Marie

Push, pull. Push, pull. Push, pull. The goddess of the ocean
rode the waves of the sea.
Push.
For four billion years, the cool waters of the Earth have been
her home, murky and dark and not always quiet. The other
goddesses have not always been the most quiet of companions.
Their whispers, laughter, arguing, have kept her from a welldeserved slumber for quite a long time.
Pull.
Gaia, her heart’s sister, has a new batch of children, and they
will be the death of the rest of her babies. Most of them anyway.
Finally, there will be blessed silence. Yet Oceania knows she cannot
say this. Gaia is very sensitive about her children. Always has been.
Yet she is the one to have so foolishly made these wilful humans, to
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have given them such a huge hunger, such an enormous curiosity,
such desire, a craving for more that nothing on her can ever fulfill,
and she is so selfish that she will never left them leave. So here they
are: her grip on them is a death grip, and they will burn themselves
to the ground rather than submit, and Oceania will have her quiet
and her slumber.
Volcania is her normal fireball self.
“If you would simply let the humans explore the bounds of
space, the rest of nature could recover, Gaia! Is that not more
important than keeping your prized pets?” Volcania roared.
Somewhere, fault lines trembled.
Gaia moaned in response. Clouds swirled in the beginnings on
thunderstorms.
“You know how long I spent evolving them, how carefully
tweaked my orbit and the tilt of my axis so that everything would
support their existence. They can’t leave!” The planet shook with
her distress, ocean beds trembling subtly. Oceania rolled her eyes.
Push, pull. Push, pull. The waters were warmer than they had
been even a decade ago.
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“Why argue with her, Volcania, she always has her way,” that
was Urania, the ponderous goddess of the skies. She lost more
metaphorical ground each day. Her body grew more ephemeral
with each passing season. Volcania scowled at her.
“It’s the principle of the thing.” Volcania said with a huff,”
disappearing with a sulphuric puff of smoke.
“No point,” Urania said, fading like the wind, “no point.”
Oceania smiled.
She would have her nap soon.
Push, pull.
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Day 11
by Shalonda Bly Marie

Making your living as a tender of a jellyfish forest wasn’t the
easiest thing in the world. It wasn’t so much the jellyfish that were
the problem, though their sting wasn’t something one ever really got
used to (and humans never stopped believing that you could pee on
the sting to cure it), but the Knight of Water demanded perfection
out of her Caretakers, and Lady help you if she found out you were
slacking in your duties. The Dark Mother herself would be a gentler
judge that the Knight of Water on that day.
There was a certain Squire, a human, a free diver from the
archipelago of the Ruined Cities of the New South, who lived in fear
of the Knight of Water. They were sisters you see. Had the same
father anyway, as far as that sort of thing mattered in this era. She
was raised in the ruins of Dallas, her mother a free diver and a
mechanic, maintaining the solar grid of their co-op and helping to
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build the small fleet of fishing and exploration boats that sustained
their community when the sea level rose and swallowed up
Galveston and everything in between.
Or near enough that it didn’t matter.
South and East Texas had always been mostly swampland
anyway. Now it was just mushier swampland, she supposed. Texans
(and their Louisiana cousins to the East) simply made do as best
they could.
But the jellyfish were new, at least for the first few generations,
and the cows of course had to go, so that was a hard adjustment to
make. Less oil too, more solar and wind energy. Still undeniably
Texan to their cores though, still cowboy boots and dips in a lot of
mouths even with solar panels and wind turbines and hydroelectric
energy.
Renewable or die, tend the jellyfish or die.
She would tend the jellyfish, like her mothers before her
because the Knight of Water was scary, because the water kept
rising.
Because the world was still changing, and humans had no
choice but to change with it.
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Day 18
by Shalonda Bly Marie

Solar arrays unfurled like flowers blooming, their gleaming
panels catching the burgeoning dawn rays as their electric motors
slowly growled to life, surprisingly light metal blossoms on sturdy
flexistalks that rose, delicate, like a garden from the old Gulf of
Mexico. The old Gulf was now a vast shallow sea, home to traveling
fleets of seabound humans and sea life that managed to survive and
adapt to the post-Cataclysm world. Plant life flourished, nature
quickly reclaiming land that humans conquered, ruined cities
overrun, roads still used but cracked and pitted, ingenuity the order
of the day. Humanity was at its most natural.
A consequence of the Cataclysm was that the merfolk, always
content before now to keep to the depths and let the world above
continue as it would, took an active part in affairs. No longer did
they allow the Balance to become askew unchecked, to let their land
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bound cousins do as they would, become more than they should.
Their Queen would not have it. Better that the very best of them
should serve as Knights, if they desired, and the rest give themselves
over to simply living and enjoying life as their ancestors were not
allowed to do. Mere existence was not what the Great Mother
designed any of her children for, and the if the humans had to be
forced to this state, if the entire planet had to be forced out of its
natural progression for them to learn that lesson, then it was too
much; they were too immature and needed to be taken in hand, and
the Sea Queen did not mind being the one to do it.
There was a certain young woman, a human, who went out to
the solar arrays in the Shallow Seas of Mexico to do preventative
maintenance about once a week. She was a part of a crew of seven
who did this, and they were part of a larger group who did
maintenance on all the solar arrays (they called them sunflowers
because of their resemblance and because who didn’t love a good
pun?), eventually working their way to all the sunflowers in the
Shallow Sea. In total, she probably worked about twelve hours a
week, twenty if something major happened or if someone needed
help.
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Kamaria killed the motor of her small working boat and let it
coast to a stop at the base of sunflower SA100-25B. There was a
medium sized platform, of some sort of composite material, of the
same material as the stalk itself was made. She tied her boat off to
the stalk, taking a moment to admire the way the ancestors who’d
built the sunflowers hadn’t made the stalks of a solid piece but made
them hollow, woven together like botanists sometimes did with trees
of the same kind, allowing water to flow through and for them to be
used as ladders. She began to climb, the muscles in her arms, legs,
and back lean and firm from a lifetime of labor, the one hundred
and fifty foot climb nothing to her, even with a sack of tools slung
across her back.
Near where the stalk and the bottom of the blossom met was a
space where a mechanic might sit would unfold. Kamaria triggered
the sensor, watched placidly as the platform unfolded with a
clanking sound, and sprawled herself upon it with a sigh. The sun
was hot today, summer was high, the storms fierce and strong. She
would have to do her work quickly as well to make sure her assigned
sunflower would weather anything the skies decided to throw at it.
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Intelligent brown eyes squinting against the light, she began her
work.
Below her, deep in the shade the sunflower cast, a rare merman
watcher her work. His lightly scaled arms were braced against the
side of her boat, his clawed hands idly toting with items from her
personal bag, wide black eyes focused on her indistinct figure even
as the heat from the sun began to dry his dark blue skin out. He had
her schedule down to the minute, so when she finished her work
and began to climb back down, he shoved a seashell into her bag
and quickly dove back below the waters, camouflaging himself
amongst the debris on the shallow bottom so that she would not
notice him as she returned to her boat and took off. He surfaced.
His dark hair plastered to his head, frilled ears alert for the lovely
sound of her voice and the quiet “thank you,” she always threw out.
His smile was gleaming white and sharp fanged as he slipped
down below.
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Walking with the Wind
By Luke Barnesmoore

A storm is passing through Vancouver today, but as usual I
went for a walk into the woods to spend some time in the grove.
The gusts are upwards of 100kmph, and the city is littered with
branches and fallen power lines. The oldest and tallest of our tree
kin (Red Cedar, Hemlock and Douglass Fir) were dancing like the
young trees. As I listened to my music I found myself singing along
and dancing in the grove. The sound that emerges from the dance
of wind and tree engulfed my being—persona dissolved as my drop
entered into the stream of their intimate embrace. The fear of being
hit by a falling branch or tree gave way to the ecstasy of intimacy with
the force of wind’s destructive power. I entered their ancient dance.
As I walked home a group of seagulls traversed the wind’s powerful
currents, and I wondered to myself whether they were enjoying their
dance with the wind; this lead me to consider whether the eagle… as
my internal voice said eagle, a bald eagle flew directly over my head
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riding the wind tunnel that had formed along the street I was walking
down. The eagles are enjoying their dance with the wind as well.
It's the next day. The wind has died down, the moon is full, and
as it passes behind the clouds rain sets in as the long night of the
solstice grasps us in her warm embrace. I journeyed through the
dark to the grove so as to make an offering of tobacco to the
darkness. To death. To sleep. To the warm embrace of the
mother’s womb. To the darkness of the soil that marks its life
sustaining potential. To the eternal nothing from which the infinite
was birthed. As I walked I thought about the strong women with
whom my story has been woven through the past year. I sent healing
energies to those who are ill. I whistled a song that honors warrior
women. As I lay the bundle of tobacco on the alter I heard a crack
in in the distance—it seemed something was about. I walked a way
back to a spot where earlier in the evening I had seen the full moon
shining through an opening in the trees. As I stood breathing fire,
antler in hand, I found myself standing at the ready, prepared to
protect the darkness. But there was still a foreign presence nagging
at me. Someone new was in that section of the woods. As I walked
the last portion of path two coyotes emerged from the shadows.
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They stalked away along the edge of the woods away from the road
as I walked towards where they stood, in the arch at the end of the
path where the darkness of the woods meets the artificial light of the
city. Two tricksters guard the gate to the darkness.
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I, Dirty Anarchist
Simon Springer

Department of Geography, University of Victoria
*Forthcoming in Durty Wurds. Ed. Kate O’Shea.*

How is it that the very substance of life itself, the soil, the mud, the
dust, the soot, the debris, the Earth, became the primary metaphor
assigned to anarchists? Given that the descriptor “dirty anarchist” is
intended as derogatory, and most anarchists feel their persuasions
are positive and their actions affirmative, one might assume that
there would be significant resistance against such a characterization.
Should anarchists attempt to wash away the sins of defamation to
somehow cleanse the anarchist ideal of this representation? I
resolutely answer ‘no’. Let us instead rethink what it means to be
dirty. Doing so can help us to welcome the grunge of this grudge, to
wallow in the mire of such antipathy and be guilty of its ragged
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accusations, proudly tattered and besmirched by its indictments.
Children know all too well the joy of playing in the dirt, where
connecting with the Earth in the most physical way provides an
endless source of nourishment for their curiosity (Toro 2016). They
lose themselves to time and space when playing outside in the
world, connected only to the immediacy of the moment they find
themselves in, enthralled by the sheer beauty of nature’s messiness
(Springer et al. 2016). Scraped knees, smeared faces, and blackened
fingernails. These are the consequences of connection, of oneness
with the planet. They offer testament to a primal and permanent
union with nature. Done right, what is ‘the child’ and what is ‘the
Earth’ becomes muddied and indistinguishable through the
unfolding of play. It is in these moments of communion that the
meaning of life is revealed and we can feel our Being as an
enmeshment within the infinite fabric and eternal structure of
existence itself. When, in childlike wonder, we allow ourselves to
unite with the planet by becoming completely engaged in what we
are doing in the here of this space and now of this moment, we
create a sense of purpose. We get our hands dirty, and in so doing
we come alive. When arising from our own volition and committed
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alongside and in the interest of our families and friends, the toil of
work is transformed into the exuberant joy of play and we start to
feel our connection to the Earth and the wider mystery we call life
(Ward 1973). We become conscious, deliberate, and mindful that
every individual is a unique manifestation of the whole, contributing
to it through a reciprocity born of immanence. The bewildering
complexity of difference that comes to light by way of the multiple
flowerings of Being does not negate the synergy and symbiosis that
exists. Dishevelled, bedraggled, and soiled though it may be in its
multifarious expression, oneness remains. If it is anything at all,
anarchism is a celebration of this contagion of connectivity. So by all
means, drag its good name through the dirt!

Only through a politics of division can one conceive of themself as a
distinct and disconnected entity. It shouldn’t surprise us then that
the rise of the ego has developed alongside the pursuit of both
nationalism and capitalism. They are, each one, related distortions
that attempt to make sense of the world through a partitioning of the
self from all else. Whether expressed as an individual, as a state, or
through the process of accumulation, all of these ideas seek to carve
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out and define what is ‘mine’ from an inalienable connection to the
source of all life and what rightfully belongs to the entirety of
existence. This ideology of division has recently culminated in the
perverse hyper individualism of the present neoliberal moment, a
condition of profound hallucinatory separation where the ‘I’ cleans
itself of all ethical virtue. We are told to stand alone as obelisks of
conceit. Yet the estrangement of humans from nature has long been
considered a false dichotomy within the experimental philosophyreligions of the so-called ‘East’, while what is considered as
‘Western’ science has begun drawing similar conclusions. The ‘all
against all’ struggle of nationalism and the ‘survival of the fittest’
ethos of capitalism are clear expressions of antipathy for the Earth,
adhering instead to the myopic sensation of a separate ego. An
anarchist’s connection to the planet represents a threat to the
present circumstances precisely because our dedication to mutual
aid and convivial togetherness are a constant source of anxiety in the
face of borders, bisections, and boundaries. Our refusal of hierarchy
and domination threaten the myth of separation that contemporary
society is founded upon. We place ourselves within the world,
content to dwell in the complexity of its spectacular messiness,
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rooted firmly in the clay, the loam, the dirt. There is no clean
separation for humanity, only a thick morass of endless
entanglements. At the deepest level of immanence we are
inseparable from the soil, for we all inevitably return to it. Our lives
are a blossoming of consciousness, but we know all too well that this
beautiful illusion is a state of fragile impermanence. When we
surrender ourselves to this moment, to the power and possibility of
the here and now, we feel the fullness of presence and the gift of
Being. The project of modernity invests all of its energy into insisting
on the departure of humans from nature. It places its faith in the
reactionary idea that the Earth might ever succumb to our will, and
with this prophesized submission, we might somehow be able to
escape the fate that awaits us all. Yet the death of the individual
should not be feared for the soil is alive. Every ‘I’ is a mere
expression of the entirety of existence where the source of all life
remains. Even as its ability to sustain human life is being
compromised, the Earth stands forever fast. It will survive our
hubris.
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As with all other organisms, humans are woven within the ebbs and
flows of the planet. But we are not just part of this forever shifting
process, we are the process itself. All that we do and everything that
we are can only be understood in relation to the wider environment,
the biosphere, and indeed to the infinity of existence. Anarchism
implicitly understands this connection, and so the notion of “I, dirty
anarchist”, is purposefully intended as a contradiction. It is not the
embrace of an identity, nor is it an acceptance of the descriptor that
has been assigned. My title should instead be read as an oxymoron.
Just as no organism or thing can exist or act on its own, anarchism is
about recognizing this vital connection. As Peter Kropotkin (1902)
and Élisée Reclus (1894) both documented over a century ago, it is
our tie to each other that matters most, an unbreakable bond that
doesn’t begin and end with the category of ‘human’, but rather
extends to all of nature. Their visions were of a relational geography
that spoke to an integral anarchism (Springer 2016). Put differently,
anarchism situates us not as pieces of the whole, as though we
compose our connections as one might assemble a jigsaw puzzle,
but rather it understands that the whole is a pattern that has no
separate pieces. To think in terms of pieces is to perpetuate a
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calculus born only of language (Watts 1989), when the reality is
much, much dirtier. So to all the dirty anarchists among us, let us
revel in the filth that the ego of authority and the authority of ego
ascribes to us. We are not the vestiges of its civilization, responsible
for all that is wrong in this world. No, not at all. It is the long march
of ‘progress’ and its attempt to wash away the footsteps of our
evolution that instead produces the ruins. The tides of this piety may
sweep us around, but dirt always remains dirt. Not even an ocean of
distorted moral righteousness can clean us. We are forever the
indignation, the grime under the heel, the antithesis of the false
separation that pits us against each other and establishes a series of
mistaken dominions over the planet. Raining threats, intimidation,
coercion, and harassment upon us is of no use. The deluge will pass
and the sun will shine again. Embracing us in its warmth and baking
the mud on our backs, the light reminds us once more that we are
always cradled in the arms of our loving Earth. We are nature
becoming self-conscious (Reclus 1864). In moments of quiet
stillness we can feel the frequency of this immutable connection
thrumming within us.
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We are the human expression of Being. Earthlings. The great
unwashed.
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Becoming Wild
By Emma Kathryn

Sometimes the world is too much, sometimes people are too much
and I can feel that burning heat rise up from my heart, spread
through my body, up through my throat, making it hard to talk, to
swallow. To breathe.
I can feel my eyes fill with tears no matter how much I will them not
too and so I blink furiously, trying to disperse them before they fall,
my traitorous body. How I wish my skin was armour, protecting me
from words thrown not to kill but to sting, to cling like barbed hooks
that cannot be dislodged. Not life threatening but painful
nonetheless.
And then the tears fall and I hate myself for my weakness. And so I
cry quietly when everyone has gone, or silently so that no one can
hear, swallowing down the sobs even as the tears fall and my face
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becomes slick with them, replaying hurtful words, words said in love
and friendship thrown in spite, thrown to hurt. And it’s not just
words either. Like I said, sometimes the world is too much.
Eventually though, the tears stop, my face dries but the pain
remains, a dull ache deep within.
There is only one cure when feeling like this and that is to become
animal. To become wild. And so I take that path into the darkened
wood, a single track that disappears between the trees, illuminated
by the full white moon. I find my space, not sacred in itself for the
whole of this place is such, but special to me. This is where I come
with my sisters to practice, to worship, to just be.
I loosen my hair so that it catches in the breeze. I remove my
clothes so that my skin prickles in the chill night air. I kneel in the
dirt, feeling the earth and the forest detritus beneath my knees. It’s
uncomfortable only to those not used to the sensations of becoming
themselves, of becoming wild. It is only so for the uninitiated. And I
don’t mean the initiation so prevalent within magical tradition, for
no man can judge this here, beneath this full moon; bare and
vulnerable, surrounded by trees and plants and animals, where the
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noise of the civilised cannot be heard, where the night sounds of the
woods are a comfort and not something to be feared. This is the
true essence of witchcraft. This is true magic, that which so many
seek.
It’s easy to forget this truth, especially when it is masked by the ‘real
world’, the civilised world. The world of work and the echo
chamber of the internet where we only hear those voices that match
our own, where the only valid opinions are the ones that match
ours. The world where we go about shopping for plastic wrapped
food and things we don’t need. We have forgotten our true selves,
our true nature. Our animal nature.
And so then, becoming animal once more, returning to the wilds is
how I deal with the pain of not being wild. Witchcraft is not for all
but that doesn’t mean that nature is not. We must make the effort to
seek out what is left of the wild world, and it will take effort too. All
too often we romanticise the pursuit of the wild, ignoring the
obstacles that stand between us and it until it is too late and we are
too work weary and tired, or we realise that actually, we don’t have
the time, another man made construct that seeks to control. The
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truth is it will not be easy, as nothing worth doing ever is. We have
been conditioned and raised to believe that the life we live now is
normal. If you don’t want to spend your time glued to screens or
socialising in the acceptable ways then there is something wrong with
you. There’s got to be. I wonder how many hide their animal selves
because of the scorn of others, others they often don’t like all that
much if only they were honest with themselves.
No, becoming animal is not easy, at least not at first. It can seem
lonely at first, that is until you realise the difference between being
alone and being lonely. But with each effort it becomes easier as we
realise the solace it offers, as we realise the truth of it. After awhile
you’ll realise just how lonely you were and are in the world of man.
And it is not a regression either, for are we not embodied in these
bodies? Does not dance and movement and song induce trance and
meditation as equally as sitting and losing ourselves in our mind
alone. For we are not just mind, we are flesh and bone and blood.
We are of the earth, of the dirt too. We are both mind and matter,
but all too often we forget the latter. Modern man thinks he is better
than our brothers and sisters who walk the earth on four legs
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without ever realising we are one and the same.
And so to the woods I return and would urge you, dear reader to do
the same. Go as you will, in the day or the night or whenever you
hear, no, feel its call. Go and become animal and forget this world
of man if only for a while. It is a balm for the soul and from it you
will return renewed. Alive.
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Praxes, Axes and Trust
Luke Barnesmoore

Trust requires sacred care.
Like a tree trust takes many years to grow,
yet all it takes is a moment for it to be broken by a madman with an
axe.
Embodying the destructive principle begets great responsibility—
all it takes is a moment to destroy that which has taken years to be
grown.
Trust requires sacred care.
Sprouts are vulnerable when they first emerge from the darkness of
the soil.
We must walk carefully in the garden if we are to avoid killing
the sprouts of trust that grow therein.1

1
Original:
Trust requires sacred care.

Like a tree, trust takes many years to grow,
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What then are we to think of praxis that condones disregard for the
wellbeing of ‘the other’—all such praxes, though they may be
manifest in differing historical ontologies that inflect their meaning…
Are our praxes axes that chop down trees of trust? Some praxes
must be axes, there is work to be done, but do we wield these axes
with care for the contexts of each tree we meet? Some trees need to
be felled so that they do not spread their sickness to the next, but
what folly were we to simply chop down all the oak trees of the
world?—without regard for their historical ontology, without regard
for their contexts, without regard for their position(ality) in the great
web of being… Are our praxes axes that select trees for felling
through violent generalization? Do our praxes render us into the
stream of ontological continuity by which we may identify
colonialism? This is not to say that we should not be sensitive to
historical ontology—the manifest contexts in which a stream of
yet all it takes is but a moment for it to be broken by a madman with a chainsaw.
Embodying the destructive archetype of the Dragon’s Fire begets great responsibility—
all it takes is but a moment to destroy that which has taken so many years to be grown.
Trust requires sacred care.
Sprouts are vulnerable when their green first emerges from the blackness of the soil.
We must walk carefully in the garden if we are to avoid killing the sprouts of trust.
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metaphysical ontological continuity emerges surely inflect the
meaning—but in the case of the stream of metaphysical ontological
continuity that allows us to identify colonialism as such the inflection
of meaning based on the historical ontology of the time-space of
manifestation does not change the reality that the nefarious one
peers out of anything that embodies the colonial ontology—anything.
The nefarious one does not discriminate. It will enslave anything it
can. It will use any color of face, any sexual orientation, any class,
any religion, indeed, any sort of being it can sink its ontological teeth
into. All it needs is the illusion of totalizing, discrete ontological
differentiation between the self and ‘the other’—all it needs is an
intrinsic ontology that denies or obfuscates the underlying relational
ontology facilitated by our spiritual ecology. All it needs is a moment
to transform a brother into ‘the other’. All it needs is a moment to
turn our praxes against the trees of trust that grow in our garden. All
it needs is a moment to keep us divided—to keep us conquered and
colonized. All it needs is a moment in which we return to the
colonial ontology of order through traumatization—a moment in
which we enter into a stream of ontological continuity in which we
become able to inflict unnecessary suffering upon ‘the other’…
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We need a forest of trust to purify the nefarious one out of earthconsciousness; we are the earth becoming self-conscious (Cajete;
Reclus); we are one, and we need to treat each other as such; we
must account for historical ontology, but that can never be an excuse
to disregard the wellbeing of ‘the other’, not if we are to be free.
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For the Kaos
rudester

Anarchism, the dead and broken horse, incapable of recognizing its
own post-life beatings, still rides along, somehow. While I've no
issue with Anarchy, 'Anarchism', as an overly-principled, theoretical
armchair philosophy, is riddled with so many things that've no
anarchic qualities about them. One of these things, or subjects, is the
heavily dichotomized Order vs Chaos fuckfest.
Order, as they will say, is the natural state of Anarchy, and viseversa. That Anarchy is the mother of order because of cooperation,
horizontal relations, organization, and so on. Then, of course, you
have the new crowd. The 'anarcho-capitalists' and agonists who rant
on about how big daddy state violated them and go on about how
taxation is theft. They, too, preach about their beloved order.
However, whereas traditional anarchists critique not just state but all
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authoritarian and hierarchical structures, the new breed of orderlovers worship the opposite. They believe that voluntarily engaging
in hierarchical and authoritarian structures is the true anarchy. So
long as you don't mind deepthroating some boots and saying "spank
me harder" along the way.
Both of these might as well be sitting at the same imaginary tea
party. Let them squabble over whose principles, morals, and
economic preferences are better. One thing, however, that is
abundantly clear within both of these 'schools,' is that they both
praise order to some degree. They will tell you that the state is
violence and therefore chaos. That the coercion, extortion, and
ominous presence of the state entity is inherently chaotic, and that
order is salvation. Now, it would seem that both of these, order and
chaos, are entirely subjective, if not abstract and silly. One man's
order is another's chaos and so on. But these order elitists lay it
down and its not to be discussed or opposed.
The state using violence and coercion to maintain its status, to me, is
quite simply an order. An order maintained via what some see as
chaotic means, but still an order. Cops violently attacking protestors
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is about bringing law and order to the region. Prisons maintain
compliance. Educational institutions keep the masses on the same,
boring, horribly written page. Societal stability must be maintained.
That ever-looming order that threatens to degrade, imprison, or
execute you should you confront its structure. But, of course,
someone could bring my argument to the ground in their head by
using their prescribed notions of chaos and order. That the state is
inherently chaotic in its intervention in civilian lives and that only
voluntary cooperation is true order. That's the laugh of it all. As if
anyone's opinion on the subject matters. Here, however, is where
anarchists, of all brands, tend to draw parallels with the state entity
that they all oppose.
Plenty of anarchists reject chaos as it may be too disruptive.
Unpredictable. Their society must be maintained. Their principles,
institutions, culture(s), rules, etc. ... Sounds very similar to
something else I've mentioned. But Chaos! That fickle beast. Cast it
aside lest we give way to a wildness. A wildfire spreading in savagery
and disorderly-like conduct. Only in order can we trust.
If order is the maintenance of the norm; Of pro-societal ways and
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tendencies that seek to maintain an artificial entity with which to live
and abide by, well, count me right the fuck out. The status quo
maintained. Mundane and bleak existence propagated and praised
for keeping the same the same. Giving in to the multitude of abstract
concepts so that all can feel safe and cozy. I don't fuckin' think so.
Of course, there's fairy tales and war stories passed down of radical,
communal living. Of comradery. Sure, take that. But when your
anarchism develops, either in theory or in reality, into something
that stigmatizes Chaos, spontaneity, wildness, then I'll not remained
interested. What is anarchy if not exactly all that, and more? The
complete, unhindered expression of one's self and emotions? The
exploration beyond the abstract and the true, free existence in which
no bounds are laid down upon, especially those of 'order.'
This is why I propose, and intentionally mis-spell, Kaos. A new
chaos. One without the implied stigmas and boundaries.
Individualistic, animalistic, and certainly not of a kind to pander to
notions of order, fall into the old debate, or give way to the morals
of order. In a wildness without dualism or implied dichotomy. In an
existence that only you can seek to define, should you choose to do
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so. While others debate what true 'order' and 'chaos' are, it only
seems fitting to kaotically reject all their silly notions and selfrighteous principles. To refute subjugation and mental damning
outside of convention. For me, it is an active rejection of all that
seeks to claim dominion over me and embracing spontaneity and a
free, feral-like nature. For you, it may be denying labor and getting
drunk. Or perhaps a naked hike through the woods. Maybe it's
punching a cop, fascist, and random bookchinite. One thing is clear.
No societal or other self-opposing order should ever be catered to.
Not in justifications, codes, boundaries. That is my notion of Kaos.
For you, it may be different. All I know is this. Kaos, as a true
expression of self and opposition to order, should not make itself
such a definable concept as the old chaos. It should not be stifled,
subjugated, or slain by those who worship order. It is a beast of selfexpression, action, and thought that shall bring down all that seeks
to control to its fucking knees. A means of taking back one's own
life. Let's give order the proper send of it needs, and embrace a
wild, self-made Kaos.
For the Kaos!
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